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Update Installation Guide for Enthought Canopy  

*(This will resolve the missing TKinter and bugs from previous versions.)  

Updated: 5/17/2016  

(This article is from Enthought.)  

Canopy shows no updates available - reinstalling from the 

website  

June 24, 2015 - We have disabled all updates of the Canopy application itself. For the same outcome, 
you can download and reinstall new versions of the Canopy application from our web site. Package 
updates are not affected.  

New versions of Canopy may be released but not visible when you "Check for updates" within the 

application.  The current Canopy version is 1.5.5, released July 3, 2015. See "Canopy Release Notes" for 

details.  

On June 24, 2015, we again disabled in-application (semi-automatic) Canopy updates, because of 

extreme server burden caused by repeated application update downloads by a few atypical user 

environments. (Note that this does not in any way affect package updates, nor is it caused by package 

updates.)  

Therefore, to update Canopy, it's first necessary to uninstall the application:  

• Windows: use Control Panel's "Add/Remove Programs"  

• Mac: delete Canopy from your Applications folder  

• Linux: delete the installation target directory  

Then download the Canopy installer from https://www.enthought.com/products/canopy/academic/ 

and install it.  

Your Canopy User Python environment, containing your installed and updated packages, is in a 

separate directory and will not be modified unless you separately, explicitly delete it -- in this respect 

the effects of this Canopy reinstallation are exactly the same as with an in-application Canopy update. 

Likewise, your preferences and saved sessions will not be affected. (If you do wish to clear/reset/delete 

these other directories, see the guidelines in this article 
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We had hoped that in most cases, the server burden vulnerability had been fixed in January. However 

with the release of Canopy 1.5.4, we saw that the problem persisted for many users, making this 

restriction necessary again. Users of Canopy 1.5.5 should be able to update to subsequent versions 

when they are released.   

Thanks for your patience, and our apologies for the trouble.  

  

  


